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Sharing positive experiences creates a circle that inspires us all. 

We have gathered this inspirational photo album to help you find new aspects of beauty in life.

 We have created a world where design and functionality live in perfect harmony. 

This is what we truly believe being the soul of sustainable design 

– free from conventional thinking.

When we established Magisso® in 2008 in Helsinki, Finland, 

we had a burning passion to solve problems and make life easier – step by step. 

Over 25 design awards later we still thrive from that same passion. 

For us every obstacle is an opportunity to break barriers. 

In design. And in life.

We are part of your everyday journey for better living.

JuHAnI & AnSSI 

Founders of Magisso®

P.S. Share your positive experience with us: 

#Magisso #FinnishDesignMovement

the finnish design movement. be inspired.



enjoy more 
fresh fruit

fresh fruits and healthy living.
Magisso® Vertigo Fruit Plate keeps fruit fresh for longer.

Waved surface minimizes the contact between the fruit and the plate.

it allows air to flow around the fruit and slows the ripening.

Create beautiful and long-lasting arrangements easily.

Magisso® Vertigo Fruit Plate is crafted of food safe metal glazed ceramics. 

Each plate is hand-finished unique piece of art.
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Soak in water and it’ll turn 
ice cold even for hours!

haPPy Pet Project.
The new Magisso® Happy Pet Project Bowls keep water and food 

fresh for hours limiting the bacterial contamination.

Just soak them in water for 60 seconds to activate the natural cooling 

effect that will turn the bowl cold and lasts several hours.

Happy Pet Project slow Dining Bowls make the pet eat 

around the shape inside the bowl slowing the process.

This prevents over-eating 

and indigestion issues. 

The chewing phase is 

also prolonged 

which is good for 

dental hygiene. 

Dishwasher safe.

available in variable  

shapes, sizes and colors.



stable. strong. stackable.
The new stackable MAgISSO® Pino glassware Collection 

saves space in home and restaurant environment.  

Each Pino glass is designed to be extra stable and highly durable.

The MAgISSO® Pino glassware Collection 

is mouth blown of lead-free premium  

crystalline by Finnish Manufacturer Muurla  

with decades of experience in high-end glass.

did you know? 

pino 
means a stack 

in finnish.



the world’s most  
famous cake server.
The Facebook viral hit  

MAgISSO® Cake Server 

makes cutting and serving  

a piece of cake easy and elegant: 

1. Press through cake and squeeze 

 lightly to grip the piece. 

2. Lift over the plate and release. 

3. Perfect piece of cake on the plate. 

 Simple, smart and stunning.

The MAgISSO® Cake Server is available in premium 

mirrored stainless steel or in four fun and fresh colors. 

Suitable for all the cakes everybody loves.

viral hit  
with over  
35 million  

views 
on facebook.



elegantly elevated. and mess-free.
The MAgISSO® Balance collection offers you four beautiful serving 

tools: Pie Server, Cheese Knife, Cheese Slicer and Butter Knife. 

The perfect mess-free serving experience. The elegantly shaped  

MAgISSO® Balance collection keeps the mess off your tablecloth. 

no hassle – just enjoy. Elevate dining to a whole new level.

For cheese aficionados and pastry gourmands. For parties and  

everyday life. Each product is made of premium stainless steel  

and is suitable for your favourite pies, cakes, butter and cheese.

magisso butter knife 
official “finland 100 years” gift  
by the council of state of finland.



for quick juicing.
MAgISSO® BuLB Citrus Reamer: The double-ended 

organic shape is perfect for quick juicing of any  

size citrus fruits. It is ergonomic and easy  

to use for any size hands. 

The bamboo stand keeps your table clean  

and works as an elegant display for this mirror  

finished eye catcher on your kitchen or dinner table. 

The MAgISSO® BuLB Citrus Reamer is the perfect 

choice for food and design aficionados alike.

...and when  
i don’t need  
orange juice  
it works as  

a decoration.
anna from sonderstag blog  
of the bulb citrus reamer



it’s naturally cool.
The awarded MAgISSO® Cooling Ceramics makes sure 

that everything you serve stays always fresh and cool  

– even under the hot summer sun. 

Just soak it in water to start the cooling effect. The Magisso Cooling 

Ceramics keeps cool for even up to hours. Easy and effective!

Available in classy white to match any table setting.

The Magisso Cooling Ceramics is  

LFgB and FDA tested and dishwasher safe.

Soak in water and it’ll turn 
ice cold even for hours!



cool gift that keeps on giving.
Keep drinks cool as you or host your guests for a dinner. You don’t need 

a freezer or a fridge to keep them fresh. The MAgISSO® Cooling Ceramic 

keeps drinks cold at dinner parties that last long into the night.

Soak in water for 60 seconds to start the cooling process.  

It will keep content cool for hours. 0% energy wasted!

it looks so good  
that our guests  

even want to  
buy it from us.

elina, owner of michelin noted 
restaurant toca on  

the magisso cooling ceramics



perfect cup of tea. easily.
Place your favorite loose tea in the filter of the 

MAgISSO® Mess-free Tilting Teacup, pour hot 

water until leaves are covered – let the brewing 

begin. When the tea is ready to your liking, tilt 

the angled base and the brewing will stop. 

no need to remove the leaves – just drink and 

enjoy the warmth and the fragrance of the tea 

leaves as they enhance the experience. 

For a second cup of tea just add more hot water 

and tilt to steep. no mess. You are in control.
Brewing position. Drinking position.

even an unapologetic three-
cups-of-coffee-a-day person can 
appreciate this clever teacup.
fast company on the magisso teacup



out of sight. within reach.
MAgISSO® Magnetic Holder: An innovation that solves the problem 

of where to store your dish cloth, brush or sponge hygienically.  

The unique double magnet system is easy to install to your  

sink without any tools. Just place the magnets  

on both sides of the sink and place the  

holder on the desired spot.

out of sight. within reach.
MAgISSO® Magnetic Holder: An innovation that solves the problem 

of where to store your dish cloth, brush or sponge hygienically.  

The unique double magnet system is easy to install to your  

sink without any tools. Just place the magnets  

on both sides of the sink and place the  

holder on the desired spot.

i’m sure that  
it will be a huge 
international hit.

apartment therapy on the  
magisso magnetic holders
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